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Abstract—Due to the dense and generally random deployment
of base stations (BSs) in heterogeneous networks (HetNets),
stochastic geometry has increasingly been used to analyze the
performance of HetNets. Considering the geographical distri-
bution of BSs, however, the commonly assumed Poisson point
process (PPP) may not be accurate enough. In contrast, a Poisson
cluster process (PCP) proves more realistic for the deployment
of BSs. In this paper, by using the discontinuous transmission
(DTX) mode, the local delay and energy efficiency based on PCP
have been analyzed. The expressions of local delay and energy
efficiency have been derived and it is found theoretically and
via simulations that the local delay is larger and the energy
efficiency is lower under PCP compared to PPP because of
the strong intra-cluster interference. In addition, we found that
the performances of PCP based HetNets are close to those
of PPP for the high mute probability case and low signal-to-
interference ratio (SIR) threshold case, where the impact of
clustering diminishes. Moreover, the energy efficiency can be
optimized further with a low local delay by jointly adjusting
the mute probability and BS density within a cluster. Finally, we
found that the local delay could decrease with the increase of the
density of BSs by setting the proper mute probability, which is
different from the PPP case.
Index Terms—Poisson cluster processes (PCP), energy effi-
ciency, local delay, random discontinuous transmission (DTX)
scheme, heterogeneous networks (HetNets).
I. INTRODUCTION
DUE to the rapid increase of wireless traffic, some dataneeds to be off-loaded from macrocells, and as such
heterogeneous networks (HetNets) have become a powerful
solution [1]. HetNets comprise a macrocell network overlaid
with small cells which are served by lower power base stations
(BSs), such as picocells, femtocells, remote radio heads, relays
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and wireless WiFi access points [2]. Deployment of small cells
can improve the end-user throughput and expand macrocells’
edge coverage. Nevertheless, the dense deployment of small
cells can also be challenging [3].
In a wireless network, local delay is fundamentally essential
for the dense deployment of small cells, which can reflect
the quality of service (QoS) of the network [4]. A good
QoS for a HetNet means that data is transmitted in a limited
time, e.g., with several milliseconds’ delay as targeted in 5G.
Generally, there are mainly two kinds of delay: transmission
delay and queuing delay. Transmission delay reflects the time
of transmitting data successfully over the wireless link, while
queuing delay reflects the time of waiting over the rest of the
network. In this paper, only transmission delay is considered.
Energy efficiency is another key indicator of system per-
formance in a wireless network [5]–[6]. Due to the explosive
growth of traffic, energy consumption of wireless networks
is rapidly increasing, leading to significant greenhouse gas
emission. Hence, energy efficiency is one of the main issues
considered in the next generation mobile communication sys-
tems (e.g. 5G). Especially, for the dense deployment of small
cells, the energy efficiency is more important [7]–[8]. In this
paper, energy efficiency is defined as the ratio of the average
area network throughput to average area power consumption.
Both local delay and energy efficiency will be dealt with in
this paper.
A. Related Work and Motivations
Due to the rapidly increasing wireless traffic, the deploy-
ment of BSs in HetNets has become denser and denser, leading
to the emergence of ultra dense network (UDN). On the other
hand, the geographical positions of BSs in UDN are also
becoming almost random. As such, stochastic geometry has
emerged as a powerfully analytical tool for HetNets (or UDN).
In fact, there has been much research on Poisson point
process (PPP) based HetNet’ models, especially on the aspect
of the energy-delay tradeoff, which is one of the four fun-
damental tradeoffs in green communications [9]. References
[10] and [11] provided the analytical framework of the local
delay, and some concrete expressions for the local delay in
different cases were obtained. Moreover, in [11], local delay
was analyzed in different situations, including interference
only, noise only, interference and noise. The local delay in the
relay network was also analyzed in [12]. The local delay was
reduced by using frequency-hop multiple access technology in
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2[13]. Based on the random local delay, the energy efficiency
of the downlink HetNets was analyzed in [14]. In addition, the
effect of coordinated transmission on local delay and energy
efficiency were also analyzed in [15]. Different from the above
works assuming that the users are static, the users’ mobility
is considered in [16] and [17]. In [16], two extreme user
mobilities -static and infinite mobility- were analyzed. In [17],
the analysis of local delay was extended to the case of finite
user mobility. In all these existing works, the fundamental
assumption is Poisson point process (PPP).
On the other hand, energy saving strategies have become
very necessary for UDN. As such, random discontinuous
transmission scheme (DTX) has been used to improve energy
efficiency. The performance of the random DTX in mobile
cellular networks was analyzed in many papers. For example,
it was shown that, for a Long-Term Evolution (LTE) network,
DTX can achieve much improved energy efficiency [18]–[19].
Reference [20] investigated the maximum achievable energy
saving by coalescing the cell DTX with the deployment of
a clean-slate network. In [21] and [23], a sleeping scheme
was investigated in HetNets to improve energy efficiency by
using the tools of stochastic geometry. Furthermore, energy
efficiency was investigated in PPP based ultra dense HetNets
in [22], without considering the random DTX scheme. In [24],
the energy-spectrum tradeoff was researched in a device-to-
device (D2D) based HetNet. In [25], the energy efficiency was
optimized in the green coordinated multipoint (CoMP) HetNet.
However, none of above papers has employed a Poisson cluster
process (PCP) and the DTX scheme to study the local delay
and energy efficiency.
Considering the fact that users (hence the BSs) are generally
clustered in the hot spots, the above PPP assumption may
not be accurate enough. In contrast, PCP can describe the
scenarios where BSs are distributed as clusters, and is therefore
more realistic [26]. Hence, some works have been reported in
HetNet analysis based on PCP. The cumulative distribution
function of the distance was derived in [27]. In [28], the
distribution properties of the interference were derived and
upper and lower bounds with PCP distribution were provided.
A Laplace functional of the interference in heterogeneous
radio access networks was derived in [29]. Moreover, a new
accurate formula was derived for the probability generating
function in [30]. In [31], the cumulative density function of
the nearest neighbor was studied. In [32]– [36], the probability
of coverage was investigated. In addition, the probability of
outage and the average achievable rate were analyzed in [32]
and [33]. The conclusion that PCP based model converges to
PPP based model when the cluster radius tends to infinity
was drawn in [34] and [35]. Nevertheless, none of these
works has examined the local delay and energy efficiency
in a PCP setting with different path-loss exponents. This is
the motivation of this paper, which analyzes the local delay
and energy efficiency with random discontinuous transmission
(DTX) scheme under the PCP based HetNet model.
B. Contributions and Organizations
Characterization of Local Delay and Energy Efficiency:
Using the conditional probability generating functional, the
local delay and energy efficiency of PCP with DTX scheme
have been derived in this paper. From the formulas, it has
been found that the local delay and energy efficiency based on
PCP are closely related to transmission power, density of BSs,
mute probability, signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) threshold
and path-loss exponent, which however are different from
those of PPP. Furthermore, we analyze theoretically that the
local delay is larger and energy efficiency is lower than that
of PPP.
Analyses of Key Parameters: The local delay under PCP is a
monotonically decreasing function with cluster radius, and the
energy efficiency is an increasing function of cluster radius. In
addition, the effect of BSs densities depends on the path-loss
exponent, mute probability and SIR threshold. Moreover, the
energy efficiency can be optimized to a maximum with a low
local delay in terms of the number of within-cluster BSs.
Results of Numerical Analysis: Based on the derived ex-
pression, the local delay and energy efficiency are analyzed
numerically with respect to the key system parameters such
as cluster radius and mute probability. Numerical results show
that, for the same density of BSs, the local delay is larger
and the energy efficiency is lower under PCP than under PPP
with regard to a finite radius. The local delay under PCP with
a finite cluster radius will decrease with the increase of the
density of BSs in some cases, which is different from that of
PPP. Besides, the performance gaps between PCP and PPP
are reduced in the cases of high mute probability and low SIR
threshold. Finally, the numerical analyses match the simulation
results within allowable error margins.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the
system model. In Section III, the expression of the local delay
and energy efficiency are derived and the key parameters are
discussed. In Section IV, we analyze the energy efficiency
with respect to the key parameters. In section V, numerical
and simulation results are discussed. Finally, conclusion is
provided in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Heterogeneous Networks Model
We model a static HetNet with K independent network tiers,
and denote K = {1, 2, ...,K}. The locations of BSs satisfy
Neyman-Scott cluster point processes [38], which is a special
Poisson cluster process (PCP) with homogeneous independent
cluster centres. A Neyman-Scott cluster point process consists
of parent points and daughter points. The parent points form
the cluster centers, while the daughter points are independently
distributed within the clusters. Especially, if the daughter
points follow uniform distribution in a ball of cluster radius
R, the Neyman-Scott cluster point processes is also termed
Matern cluster process (MCP), which is adopted as the PCP
model in this paper. The density function f(xd) of the daughter
points in a cluster under MCP is given by [28]
f(xd) =

1
piR2
, ‖xd‖ ≤ R
0, otherwise
, (1)
where ‖xd‖ is the distance between the daughter point in a
cluster and the center of the cluster.
3In this paper, the parent points form a homogeneous inde-
pendent Poisson process with density λp,i, and the number of
daughter points in a cluster follows poisson distribution with
mean ci in the ith tier. The density of ith tier is λi = λp,ici,
which implies the parent points are not included. Meanwhile,
the transmission power and the path-loss exponents are respec-
tively Pi and αi (αi > 2). The set of BSs in the ith tier is Φi,
so the set of overall BSs is denoted by Φ =
⋃
i∈K Φi.
In Fig. 1, we show the two-tier HetNets under PPP and
under PCP respectively with the DTX scheme, where the gray
points represent the mute BSs while the red points and the blue
points, respectively, represent active macro cells and active
pico cells. Pico cells under PPP are distributed independently
of one another, but pico cells under PCP are clustered. Through
the comparison between PPP and PCP, PCP should normally
be more realistic for the deployment of BSs, due to the fact
that users are generally clustered in the hot spots.
Assume that a typical mobile user is located at origin
o ∈ R2 and the location of the BS in ith tier is xi. In
particular, the BS in the ith tier offering the strongest average
received signal strength (RSS) is located at xi,0. We adopt
the general path loss model, l(x) = ‖x‖−α, between a BS
located at x and a typical user located at origin, where ‖x‖
is the distance between a BS and a user. Furthermore, we
adopt the assumption that the power fading coefficients hx
are spatially and temporally i.i.d. Rayleigh fading with unit
mean. Considering the tractability of the model, we ignore
the effect of shadow fading (which does not alter much the
trend of the SINR distribution (e.g. [39])). Finally, this paper
neglects the noise because the density of BSs in HetNets is so
high that interference is the main problem.
The strongest average RSS is considered as the association
criterion in this paper1. Assuming that a kth-tier BS is asso-
ciated with the user, this index of the serving BS is expressed
by
k = arg max
i∈K
Pi‖xi,0‖−αi , (2)
where the power fading coefficient is averaged out in the long
term.
In this paper, the random discontinuous transmission (DTX)
mode [18] is adopted at the BS. Assume that time is divided
into discrete slots, and the BS transmits the data packets only
if it becomes active (serving at least one user [41]). The ith-
tier BS then transmits the data packets with the probability
of 1− ζi in each slot, i.e., it keeps mute with the probability
of ζi ∈ [0, 1). Let Φi,t denote the set of active BSs in the
time slot t in the ith tier and the aggregate interference can
1Note that an RSS bias can also be introduced here to realize range
expansion (RE), which can be an effective means to increase the coverage
of small cells and to off-load some traffic from the macro cells [39]. Similar
to range expansion, the densely deployed clustered small cells in this paper can
be regarded as another coverage expansion technique for small cells (i.e. there
would always be one or more "favourable" small cell(s) offering better RSS
for most users anyway). On the other hand, the potentially larger interference
suffered by off-loaded users in the bias based RE schemes may compromise
the gain of off-loading. Such a trade-off is certainly an interesting point for
further research.
be expressed as:
IΦ\{xk,0},t =
∑
i∈K
∑
xi∈Φi\{xk,0}
Pihx‖xi‖−αiI(xi ∈ Φi,t),
(3)
where I(·) is the indicator function. That is, if the xi ∈ Φi,t,
BSs are active and I = 1. Otherwise, I = 0. The received
SIR of the typical mobile user in the time slot t is
SIRk,t =
Pkhx‖xk,0‖−αk
IΦ\{xk,0},t
. (4)
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Fig. 1: A two-tier HetNet with (a) PPP and (b) PCP respec-
tively. Density of parent process in the 1st tier is λp,1 =
1/(pi5002) cells/m2, and c1 = 1. Density of parent process
in the 2nd tier is λp,2 = 2λp,1, and c2 = 5. PPP has the same
density of BSs as PCP.
B. Performance Metrics
Inspired by [14], this paper considers two main performance
metrics: local delay and energy efficiency.
Local Delay: This paper considers the case where a trans-
mission will not stop until the successful reception of a data
packet at the mobile user. Therefore, the distribution of the
number of time slots for a successful transmission conditioned
4on Φ is geometrical. The probability of a successful transmis-
sion denoted by CΦ conditioned on r and Φ is given by
P(CΦ) = (1− ζk)P(SIRk,t > θ | r,Φ), (5)
where θ is the SIR threshold, r is the distance between the user
and the associated BS, and 1−ζk means that only when the
associated BS is active, can the data packet be transmitted. A
successful transmission happens when the received SIR at the
user is larger than the SIR threshold θ. The mean number of
time slots for a successful transmission conditioned on r and
Φ is proportional to Pr(CΦ)−1. The local delay is defined as
the mean number of time slots for a successful transmission.
When the user is associated with the kth tier, the local delay
can be defined as
Dk = Er,Φ[
1
P(CΦ) ]. (6)
According to the law of total probability, the average local
delay can be written by
D =
∑
k∈K
AkDk, (7)
where Ak is the probability that the typical user is associated
with the BS in the kth tier.
Energy Efficiency: In this paper, the network energy efficien-
cy is defined as the ratio of average area network throughout
to average area power consumption. The network throughput
[14] is given by
τ = D−1log(1 + θ)
K∑
i=1
(1− ζi)λp,ici, (8)
where log(1 + θ) is the rate of data packet transmitted
successfully with unit nats/s/Hz. From (8), network throughput
means that the average number of successfully transmitted nats
per second per hertz per unit area.
On the other hand, to examine the network energy efficiency,
a linear power consumption model [37] is adopted for the BS.
The power consumption of the kth-tier BS is
P =
{
Pi,a + ∆iPi, if Pi > 0
Pi,m, if Pi = 0
, (9)
where Pi,a is the static power of the active BS, and Pi,m is
the static power of the muted BS in the ith tier. ∆i is the
slope of power consumption in the ith tier. Hence, the energy
efficiency [14], with unit nats/J/Hz, is given by
ηEE =
τ
Parea
=
D−1log(1 + θ)
∑K
i=1(1− ζi)λp,ici∑K
i=1 λp,ici[(1− ζi)(Pi,a + ∆iPi) + ζiPi,m]
.
(10)
III. LOCAL DELAY
This section will explore characteristics of the local delay
with respect to key system parameters.
A. General Case and Main Results
Based on the aforementioned definitions, we have the fol-
lowing results about local delay.
Theorem 1: The local delay with a random DTX scheme in
a K-tier PCP distributed HetNet is given by
D =
K∑
k=1
∫ ∞
0
2piλk
1− ζk exp
{
−pi
K∑
i=1
r
2αk
αi λi(
Pi
Pk
)
2
αi−
K∑
i=1
λp,i
∫
R2
[1− exp(−ciβi(y))]dy
}
×∫
R2
exp(−ckβk(y))f(y)dyrdr,
(11)
where
βi(y) = (1− ζi)
∫
R2
−f(x)
‖x− y‖αi/sPi + ζi dx. (12)
Proof: See Appendix A.
The density function f(·) of the daughter points is given
in (1). The expression in Theorem 1 can accurately describe
the properties of the local delay in a K-tier PCP distributed
HetNet. However, as the local delay in (11) is not a closed
form, it is discommodious to analyze the local delay and
energy efficiency with respect to the key system parameters.
Therefore, for analysis of the local delay and energy efficiency
under PCP, an approximate but closed-form expression is
obtained, which is shown below.
Corollary 1: The local delay with a random DTX scheme
in a K-tier PCP distributed HetNet can be approximated as
D =
K∑
k=1
∫ ∞
0
2piλk
1− ζk exp{−pi
K∑
i=1
r
2αk
αi λi(
Pi
Pk
)
2
αi +
pi
K∑
i=1
λi(1− ζi)r
2αk
αi (
Pi
Pk
)
2
αi Z(θ, ζi, αi)
+
ck(1− ζk)r2
R2k
Z(θ, ζk, αk)}rdr,
(13)
where
Z(θ, ζi, αi) =
∫ ∞
1
θ
θζi + t
αi
2
dt. (14)
Proof: See Appendix B.
The expression of the local delay in (13) is more tractable
than the expression in (11). We can use the local delay
expression in (13) to verify that the local delay under PCP
is larger than that of PPP. With the increase of Rk, the local
delay in (13) decreases gradually. When cluster radius Rk is
infinite, the local delay reaches the minimum value, which is
the same as that under PPP [14]. Affected by the local delay,
from (10), the energy efficiency is lower than that of PPP for
same the key system parameters.
Moreover, the local delay expression in (13) can be further
simplified in some special cases. First, if we assume that
BSs in all tiers have the same path-loss exponent {αi} = α,
Corollary 1 can be simplified into Corollary 2 below.
5Corollary 2: Assuming {αi} = α, the local delay can be
expressed as:
D =

K∑
k=1
piλk
1− ζk
1
T (k)
T (k) > 0
∞ T (k) ≤ 0
, (15)
where
T (k) = T
(k)
1 + T
(k)
2 + T
(k)
3 ,
T
(k)
1 = pi
K∑
i=1
λi(
Pi
Pk
)
2
α ,
T
(k)
2 = −pi
K∑
i=1
λi(1− ζi)( Pi
Pk
)
2
αZ(θ, ζi, α),
T
(k)
3 = −
ck(1− ζk)
R2k
Z(θ, ζk, α).
The above result is obtained simply by letting the path-loss
exponent {αi} = α and using the equation
∫∞
0
2re−Ar
2
dr =
1/A. 
In this case, BSs of HetNets have the same path loss for the
same transmission distance. Also, due to the disappearance of
the integral of distance, the analysis of local delay is now more
concise. We will use the expression in (15) for the following
analysis to gain insights.
B. Effect of Cluster Radius
The BSs are assumed to satisfy PCP and the cluster ra-
dius R is a key parameter. From (15), the local delay is a
monotonically decreasing function with the cluster radius Rk.
Thus, two extreme cases, e.g. R → 0 and R → ∞, will now
be discussed.
T
(k)
3 in (15) will tend to negative infinity if the cluster
radius Rk tends to zero, and then the local delay tends to
infinity, which is consistent with the actual situation. The
clusters would become a point with all intra-BSs located at
the same point, leading to an infinite interference, and the time
for a successful transmission of course becomes infinity. Also,
the large number of BSs within a cluster, though providing
high data rates, may make the local delay large, leading to a
low throughput. However, when the cluster radius Rk tends
to infinity, T (k)3 in (15) tends to zero. We can find that the
local delay in (15) will be almost invariable with the cluster
radius Rk, if Rk > R0,k, where R0,k is the cluster radius of
saturation, making T (k)3 negligible.
C. Effect of Mute Probability
In this section, we will investigate the effect of the mute
probability on the local delay.
Corollary 3: Letting the mute probability {ζi} = ζ, and the
path-loss exponent {αi} = α, T (k) in (15) can be expressed
as
T (k) =
pi
(1− ζ)Dp
K∑
i=1
λi(
Pi
Pk
)
2
α − ck(1− ζ)
R2k
Z(θ, ζ, α),
(16)
where Dp is the local delay of PPP based HetNets [14]. This
results from (15) directly by letting the mute probabilities of
all tiers be identical. 
The local delay Dp of PPP based HetNets tends to infinity
when the mute probability ζ approaches zero [14]. Therefore,
from (16), T (k) will become −Z(θ, 0, α)ck/R2k, which is less
than zero when ζ → 0. As a result, there is an infinite
local delay under PCP based HetNets. In addition, we have
(1−ζ)Dp = 1 for ζ = 1 [14]. Hence, T (k) in (16) will become
a finite value pi
∑K
i=1 λi(Pi/Pk)
2/α. Thus, from (15), the
local delay reaches infinity. Therefore, using the random DTX
scheme, which can avoid the large local delay, in clustered
HetNets is essential. Furthermore, the local delay D will
become Dp for the infinite cluster radius. Affected by the local
delay, the energy efficiency is the same as that of PPP. The
results indirectly reveal that PCP will degenerate to PPP when
the cluster radius tends to infinity [34].
D. Effect of Parent-Points Density
Fixing the average number ck of intra-cluster BSs, we
analyze the impact of the density of parent points λp,k. For a
HetNet, it is crucial to study whether increasing the BS density
will decrease the local delay.
Proposition 1: For the same mute probability {ζk} = ζ and
the same path-loss exponent {αk} = α, the local delay is a
monotonically decreasing function with λp,k, if ck satisfies
ck <
∑K
j=1,j 6=k cj(
T (k)
T (j)
)2λp,j(
∂T
(j)
1
∂λp,k
+
∂T
(j)
2
∂λp,k
)∑K
j=1,j 6=k λp,j(
∂T
(k)
1
∂λp,j
+
∂T
(k)
2
∂λp,j
) + T
(k)
3
. (17)
Proof: See Appendix C.
From (17), whether the local delay decreases with the
increase of BS parent-point density in the kth tier depends
upon ck. It indicates that we can adjust ck to make the
derivative of local delay negative, so that the local delay will
decrease with the increase of cluster numbers λp,k, which is
beneficial for the scenario of more hotspots. When the cluster
radius Rk tends to infinity, the derivative of the local delay
becomes zero, and the local delay will become unrelated to
λp,k and ck. The reason is that as the cluster radius Rk
increases, the effect of the cluster decreases gradually.
E. Effect of Daughter-Points Density
We now analyze the local delay D with respect to the
average number (i.e. ck) of daughter points in a cluster by
fixing λp,k.
Proposition 2: For the same mute probability {ζk} = ζ and
the same path-loss exponent {αk} = α, the local delay is a
monotonically decreasing function with ck, if λp,k satisfy
λp,k <
∑K
j=1,j 6=k λp,j(
T (k)
T (j)
)2cj(
∂T
(j)
1
∂ck
+
∂T
(j)
2
∂ck
+
∂T
(j)
3
∂ck
)∑K
j=1,j 6=k cj(
∂T
(k)
1
∂cj
+
∂T
(k)
2
∂cj
)
.
(18)
Proof: The derivative of the local delay in (15) with respect
to ck is given by
6∂D
∂ck
=
K∑
j=1
∂D
∂T (j)
∂T (j)
∂ck
+
piλp,k
1− ζk
1
T (k)
, (19)
where ∂D
∂T (j)
is calculated from Appendix C, and is invariably
less than zero. ∂T
(j)
∂ck
can be calculated as
∂T (j)
∂ck
=
∂T
(j)
1
∂ck
+
∂T
(j)
2
∂ck
+
∂T
(j)
3
∂ck
, (20)
where
∂T
(j)
1
∂ck
= piλp,k(
Pk
Pj
)
2
α
∂T
(j)
2
∂ck
= −piλp,k(1− ζk)(Pk
Pj
)
2
αZ(θ, ζk, α)
∂T
(j)
3
∂ck
= − (1− ζk)
R2k
Z(θ, ζk, α) for j = k.
∂D
∂ck
can therefore be simplified as
∂D
∂ck
=−
K∑
j=1,j 6=k
piλp,j
1− ζj
cj
T (j)2
(
∂T
(j)
1
∂ck
+
∂T
(j)
2
∂ck
+
∂T
(j)
3
∂ck
)+
piλp,k
1− ζk
1
T (k)2
[T
(k)
1 + T
(k)
2 − ck(
∂T
(k)
1
∂ck
+
∂T
(k)
2
∂ck
)].
(21)
By letting {ζk} = ζ and considering that ∂D/∂ck in (21)
is less than zero, Proposition 2 can be proved. 
The local delay will decrease with the increase of daughter-
points density if the parent points density in the kth tier
satisfies (18). Therefore, via (17) and (18), we can jointly
regulate λp,k and ck (e.g. to make the local delay decrease
with the increase of λp,k and ck). That is when the intra-
cluster interference is large, we can decrease λp,k to reduce
the inter-cluster interference, and vice versa.
F. Effect of SIR Threshold
From (14), the derivative of Z(θ, ζi, αi) with respect to θ
can be calculated as:
∂Z(θ, ζi, αi)
∂θ
=
∫ ∞
1
t
αi
2
(θζi + t
αi
2 )2
dt, (22)
which is nonnegative.
Hence, Z(θ, ζi, αi) is a monotonically increasing function
with the SIR threshold θ. From (15), we can observe that the
local delay is a monotonically increasing function with θ > 0.
Therefore, with the increase of the data rate, the local delay
will increase, which implies that the actual network throughput
is also subject to the local delay. As a result, there exists an
optimization problem of network throughput with respect to
the SIR threshold. The result agrees with the definition of the
network throughput in (8).
IV. ENERGY EFFICIENCY
In this section, we will discuss the energy efficiency in
HetNets. With the local delay derived in (15), the energy
efficiency can be analyzed from (10).
A. Effect of Parent-Point Density
Note that the local delay is related to the density of BSs,
therefore, the energy efficiency can be expressed as
ηEE =
1
D
· η(λp,k), (23)
where
η(λp,k) =
log(1 + θ)
∑K
i=1(1− ζi)λp,ici∑K
i=1 λp,ici[(1− ζi)(Pi,a + ∆iPi) + ζiPi,m]
.
(24)
Then, the derivative of the energy efficiency with respect to
density of parent points can be divided into two parts:
∂ηEE
∂λp,k
=
∂ηEE
∂D
∂D
∂λp,k
+
1
D
∂η(λp,k)
∂λp,k
, (25)
where ∂ηEE∂D can be calculated as − 1DηEE according to (10),
which is invariably less than zero, and ∂D∂λp,k has been ob-
tained from Appendix C. Hence, energy efficiency will be a
monotonically increasing function with λp,k if ∂D∂λp,k is less
than zero and ∂η(λp,k)∂λp,k is larger than zero, which implies
pick
1− ζk
1
T (k)
< −
K∑
j=1
∂D
∂T (j)
∂T (j)
∂λp,k
Pk,ave <
(1− ζk)
∑K
i=1,i6=k Pi,aveλi∑K
i=1,i6=k(1− ζi)λi
, (26)
where Pi,ave , (1 − ζ)(Pk,a + ∆kPk) + ζPk,m for k ∈ K
[14].
From (26), the average number of BSs within a cluster and
the transmission power have an effect on the derivative of
energy efficiency, which reveals whether the energy efficiency
increase with parent-point density increase will depend on
the transmission power and the property of the local delay,
given the mute probability. The first condition means that the
local delay decreases with the increase of λp,k. If ck can be
adjusted to meet the first condition, the energy efficiency will
then depend on the kth-tier BS transmission power.
B. Effect of Daughter-Point Density
We now investigate the energy efficiency with respect to ck
by fixing λp,k. The derivative of energy efficiency with respect
to ck is expressed by
∂ηEE
∂ck
=
∂ηEE
∂D
∂D
∂ck
+
1
D
∂η(ck)
∂ck
, (27)
where η(ck) = η(λp,k). Therefore, if ∂D∂ck is negative and
∂η(ck)
∂ck
is positive, energy efficiency will be a monotonically
increasing function with ck. For a sufficiently large cluster
radius, we have
piλp,k
1− ζk
1
T (k)
< −
K∑
j=1
∂D
∂T (j)
∂T (j)
∂ck
Pk,ave <
(1− ζk)
∑K
i=1,i6=k Pi,aveλi∑K
i=1,i6=k(1− ζi)λi
. (28)
7According to the local delay analysis with respect to ck, the
first condition in (28) can be met by adjusting λp,k. Therefore,
we only consider the second condition in (28) to see whether
increasing the average number of BSs in a cluster in the kth
tier to improve the energy efficiency will only depend upon the
kth-tier transmission power, given the same mute probability
ζ. Moreover, the energy efficiency of the kth tier will become
zero since there is no base station in the kth tier when ck →0.
Nevertheless, when ck → ∞, the energy efficiency becomes
very low due to the extremely large intra-cluster interference.
Hence, there exists an optimal ck to maximize the energy
efficiency with a finite local delay.
The conclusions in (26) and (28) can be used in many
systems, e.g. ultra dense HetNets: the high BS density can
improve the energy efficiency.
C. Effect of SIR Threshold
Due to ηEE(θ|θ=0) = ηEE(θ|θ=θc) = 0, there exists an
optimal SIR threshold θ, which maximises the energy effi-
ciency [14]. From (22), the local delay is a monotonically
increasing function with θ, therefore, the reciprocal of local
delay is a monotonically decreasing function. Moreover, as
the energy efficiency is related to the local delay D and the
transmission rate log(1+θ), we consider a simplified equation
η(θ) = D−1log(1 + θ), which is equivalent to ηEE(θ). By
letting ∂η(θ)∂θ = 0, the optimal SIR threshold θ
∗ can be obtained
by
D(θ|θ=θ∗)
D′(θ|θ=θ∗) = (1 + θ
∗)log(1 + θ∗), (29)
where D
′
is the derivative of the local delay with respect to
θ. In fact, xlog(x) is an increasing function of x, ∀x > 1.
Consequently, the larger D(θ|θ=θ∗)/D′(θ|θ=θ∗), the larger the
optimal SIR threshold θ∗. Also, from (29), the optimal SIR
threshold θ∗ is related to the mute probability, density of BSs
and path-loss exponent due to the local delay D. Therefore, the
key system parameters can be adjusted to satisfy (29), so as to
achieve a targeted data rate with maximum energy efficiency.
V. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we carry out numerical analyses of the local
delay and energy efficiency to verify and complement the
aforementioned analysis. For easy comparison between PCP
and PPP, the same denotations as in [14] are adopted. A two-
tier HetNet structure, consisting of macro cells (tier 1) and
pico cells (tier 2), is used. The practical deployment of macro
cells is usually unicellular clustered, and therefore, let c1 = 1.
In addition, in the following discussion, the radius generally
refers to the radius R2 of pico cell clusters. Also, the related
parameters are P1 = 20W , P2 = 0.13W , P1,a = 130W ,
P2,a = 6.8W , ∆1 = 4.7, and ∆2 = 4.0 [37]. The values of BS
density are according to References [39] and [40]. Simulations
are also carried out to verify the theoretical/numerical results.
For all the simulations, unless stated otherwise, we chose a
20km x 20km area to deploy macro cells and pico cells, which
are two independent PCPs.
A. Effect of Mute Probability
In Fig. 2, the local delay as a function of mute probability
is shown, where λp,1=1/(pi5002) cells/m2, λp,2=5λp,1, c1=1,
c2=5, α=4, R1=600m, ∞, R2=800m, ∞. The local delay of
infinity on the left is because the mute probability ζ is so small
that there are many active BSs, leading to large interference
among BSs, and the associated BS can hardly successfully
transmit data to the typical user. The tendency to infinity on the
right is because the mute probability ζ is so large that there is
almost no active BS, which increases the association distance.
In addition, for the same SIR threshold θ, the mute probability
ζ under PCP spans a smaller range with respect to the limited
local delay. The reason is that BSs are located within the
clusters under PCP and the intra-cluster interference becomes
much larger and dominant compared with the PPP model. As
a result, existence of clusters transforms the structure of the
interference.
ζ
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Fig. 2: The local delay as a function of mute probability,
where λp,1=1/(pi5002) cells/m2, λp,2=5λp,1, c1=1, c2=5, α=4,
R1=600m, ∞, R2=800m, ∞.
When the cluster radii tend to infinity, the local delays under
PCP and those under PPP become very similar. It suggests
that the increasing radii make the local delay under PCP
approximately equal to the local delay under PPP. The property
of clustering weakens gradually with the increase of the radii,
and as a result, the distributions of PCP and PPP become very
similar [34]. In addition, the high mute probability can make
up the gap between the local delays of PCP and PPP no matter
what the radii are.
B. Effect of Cluster
In Fig. 3, we show the local delay as a function of cluster
radius R2, where λp,1=1/(pi5002) cells/m2, λp,2=5/(pi5002)
cells/m2, c1=1, c2=5, α=4, θ=1, R1=2000m. Let the radius
of macro cells tend to infinity, then we observe the effect
of the radius of pico cells on local delay. Both numerical
and simulation results are plotted, which match each very
well. When the cluster radius R2 is small enough, the local
8delay tends to infinity. The reason is that BSs in a cluster
are located within a very small area, leading to a large intra-
interference among BSs, and the data packet is unlikely to
be successfully transmitted. As the radius R2 increases, the
intra-cluster interference becomes lower, and finally, the local
delay converges to a constant value. Furthermore, if the mute
probability ζ increases, the critical radius Rc will decrease,
where Rc , inf{R2 : D(R2) <∞}. The reason is that when
the high mute probability is adopted in BS, the number of
active BSs is small, and then the intra-interference is also
relatively small.
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Fig. 3: Local delay as a function of cluster radius R2,
where λp,1=1/(pi5002) cells/m2, λp,2=5/(pi5002) cells/m2,
c1=1, c2=5, α=4, θ=1, R1=2000m.
In Fig. 4, local delay and energy efficiency with respect to
2nd-tier daughter density ck are shown, where λp,1=1/(pi5002)
cells/m2, λp,2=4/(pi5002) cells/m2, c1=1, α=4, θ=1, ζ1=0.2,
R1=1000m, R2=500m. Both numerical and simulation results
are plotted and they match each other well. We can observe
that there exists a minimum local delay in terms of c2 when
ζ2 = 0.2. With the increase of the mute probability of
picocells, the local delay will converge to a certain value
with respect to the number of within-cluster picocells. This
is because the effects of the association distance and the intra-
cluster interference cancel each other out. Nevertheless, the
energy efficiency will increases with respect to the number
of within-cluster picocells. Therefore, we can increase c2 to
improve the energy efficiency without increasing the local
delay. Furthermore, when the mute probability ζ2 = 0.5, the
energy efficiency shows the best performance. The reason is
that there exists a large interference when the mute probability
is low and the association distance increases when the mute
probability is high. Hence, by adjusting within-cluster density
ck and the mute probability ζk, the performances of the local
delay and energy efficiency of PCP based HetNets can both
improve to a large extent.
C. Effect of Density
In Fig. 5, the local delay and energy efficiency as a function
of mute probability with different densities of parent points in
a two-tier HetNet are shown, where λp,1=1/(pi5002) cells/m2,
λp,2=1.25, 2.5, 3.75/(pi5002) cells/m2, c1=1, c2=4, α=4, θ=1,
R1=700m, R2=800m, ζ1=0.5. For the same density, the local
delay under PCP is larger and the energy efficiency under PCP
is lower. This is because the interference under PCP is larger
than that under PPP due to clustering. Moreover, in the PCP
network, the local delay is related to transmission power and
density of BSs, even though {ζk} = ζ. Therefore, in Fig. 5,
local delays for PCP are different when ζ1 = ζ2 = 0.5.
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Fig. 4: Local delay and energy efficiency with respect
to 2nd-tier daughter density in a two-tier HetNet, where
λp,1=1/(pi5002) cells/m2, λp,2=4/(pi5002) cells/m2, c1=1,
α=4, θ=1, ζ1=0.2, R1=1000m, R2=500m.
In a PCP, for a given cluster radius R2 <∞, if we increase
the density of 2nd-tier clusters, not only will the interference
increase, but also the distance between the user and the
associated BS will decrease. The decrease of local delay with
the increase of the density of 2nd-tier clusters is because the
decrease of association distance becomes dominating factor.
On the other hand, in a PPP, the local delay increases with
the increase of the density of BSs in the 2nd tier, because the
interference is the dominating factor. Also, the gap between
local delays of PCP and PPP will decrease with the density
of 2nd-tier clusters. Thus, when analyzing the local delay, we
can use PPP to model the locations of BSs in a high density
9network, e.g. UDN. The high mute probability destroying the
cluster role can also reduce the energy efficiency gap between
PCP and PPP, namely, energy efficiency can be analyzed based
on PPP in a high mute probability network. Moreover, there
exists an optimal mute probability ζ2 to maximize the energy
efficiency ηEE both under a PCP and under a PPP.
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Fig. 5: Local delay and energy efficiency as a function
of mute probability with different densities of parent pro-
cess in a two-tier HetNet, where λp,1=1/(pi5002) cells/m2,
λp,2=1.25, 2.5, 3.75/(pi5002) cells/m2, c1=1, c2=4, α=4, θ=1,
R1=700m, R2=800m, ζ1=0.5.
D. Effect of SIR Threshold
In Fig. 6, the local delay and energy efficiency with respect
to SIR threshold and mute probability in a two-tier HetNet
are shown, where λp,1=1/(pi5002) cells/m2, λp,2=5/(pi5002)
cells/m2, c1=1, c2=5, λ2=25λ1, α=3.5, R1=600m, R2=800m.
With the increase of the SIR threshold θ, the local delay grad-
ually approaches infinity, and the energy efficiency increases
at first and then decreases, which verifies the properties of
local delay and energy efficiency on the SIR threshold in
(22) and (29). For the small SIR threshold θ, the probability
of the received SIR being above the SIR threshold is large,
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Fig. 6: Local delay and energy efficiency with respect
to SIR threshold and mute probability in a two-tier Het-
Net, where λp,1=1/(pi5002) cells/m2, λp,2=5/(pi5002) cells/m2,
c1=1, c2=5, λ2=25λ1, α=3.5, R1=600m, R2=800m.
therefore the local delay is small. However, due to the small
SIR threshold θ, the transmission rate is low, leading to the
low energy efficiency. On the other hand, for the large SIR
threshold θ, the low energy efficiency is mainly caused by the
large local delay.
In addition, the increase of the mute probability ζ causes
the increase of both the critical SIR threshold θc, where θc ,
sup{θ : D(θ) < ∞} and the optimal SIR threshold θ∗ that
maximizes the energy efficiency. The reason is that the higher
mute probability implies the lower number of active BSs. On
the one hand, fewer interfering BSs results in the limited local
delay for a high SIR threshold; on the other hand, the serving
BS maintains low active time, leading to a lower energy
efficiency.
The critical SIR threshold θc of PCP shows little difference
from that of PPP under diverse mute probability. Affected
by the above critical SIR threshold θc, the optimal SIR
threshold θ∗ under PCP in terms of the energy efficiency has
little difference from that of PPP. Moreover, the PCP shows
nearly the same properties as PPP on local delay and energy
efficiency for the low SIR threshold θ. The reason is that the
low SIR threshold makes the interference have less impact,
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reducing the effect of clustering. In this case, PPP is certainly
applicable to modeling the BS locations.
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Fig. 7: Local delay D as a function of mute probabili-
ty with different path-loss exponents, where λp,1=1/(pi5002)
cells/m2, λp,2=2/(pi5002) cells/m2, c1=1, c2=4, α1=3.5, θ=1,
R1=2000m, R2=800m.
E. Effect of Path loss exponent
The path loss exponent αi has a significant effect on the
interference among BSs, therefore, we analyzed the local delay
with respect to α.
Macro cells and pico cells have different path-loss expo-
nents. Therefore, in Fig. 7, we now fix the path-loss exponent
of macro cells α1 = 3.5, and let the path-loss exponent
of pico cells α2 = 3, 3.5, 4 respectively. With the increase
of path-loss exponent, the local delay decreases, because the
received signal at the typical user is more severely affected by
the interfering BSs for the smaller path-loss exponent α2. In
addition, if α2 < α1, the local delay will be infinity for a small
mute probability, which further implies that a DTX scheme is
essential for a good network performance. The reason is that
pico cells are dense, leading to massive BS interference in
this case. In addition, to verify Corollary 1 and the theoretical
analysis, the corresponding Monte Carlo simulation results are
also shown in Fig. 7. The simulation results of the local delay
(dashed curves) clearly match the numerical results well.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the local delay and energy efficiency of
HetNets with DTX scheme based on PCP have been derived.
The expressions demonstrated that the local delay and energy
efficiency under the PCP are related to transmission power,
cluster radii and BS density apart from the mute probabil-
ity, path-loss exponent and SIR threshold. Hence, the key
parameters were examined in terms of the local delay and
energy efficiency. Moreover, numerical results and theoretical
analysis showed that the local delay is larger and the energy
efficiency is lower under PCP than under PPP with respect to
the same key system parameters. In addition, a suitable number
of BSs within a cluster can maximize the energy efficiency
with a low local delay. The local delay under PCP with a
finite cluster radius will decrease with the increase of the BS
density in some cases. Furthermore, the PPP can replace the
PCP to model BSs for the high mute probability case and low
SIR threshold case. Finally, the simulation results have well
verified the validity of the expressions of the local delay and
energy efficiency.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof: The probability of a successful transmission with the
random discontinuous transmission (DTX) mode conditioned
on Φ is expressed as
P(CΦ)
= (1− ζk)P(SIRk,t > θ|Φ)
a
= (1− ζk)P(Pkhx‖xk,0‖
−αk
IΦ\{xk,0},t
> θ|Φ)
b
= (1− ζk)EIΦ\{xk,0},t [exp(−
θIΦ\{xk,0},t
Pk‖xk,0‖−αk )|Φ]
c
= (1− ζk)
∏
i∈K
∏
xi∈Φi\{xk,0}
(
1− ζi
1 + sPi‖xi‖−αi + ζi),
(30)
where s = θ
Pk‖xk,0‖−αk . Also (a) is from the SIR in (4); (b) is
due to the power fading coefficients following an exponent
i.i.d. distribution with unit mean; (c) follows the Laplace
transform of Ixi = Pihx‖xi‖−αiI(xi ∈ Φi).
The conditional local delay given r can be calculated as
Dk(r)
= EΦ
[
1
P(CΦ)
]
=
1
(1− ζk)
∏
i∈K,i6=k
E
[ ∏
xi∈Φi
1 + sPi‖xi‖−αi
1 + sζiPi‖xi‖−αi
]
×
E!x
[ ∏
xk∈Φk
1 + sPk‖xk‖−αk
1 + sζkPk‖xk‖−αk
]
.
(31)
Using the conditional probability generating functional of
PCP, the conditional local delay can be evaluated as
Dk(r)
=
1
(1− ζk)
K∏
i=1
exp(−λp,i
∫
R2
[1− exp(−ciβi(y))]dy)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Term 1
×
∫
R2
exp(−ckβk(y))f(y)dy︸ ︷︷ ︸
Term 2
,
(32)
where
βi(y) = (1− ζi)
∫
R2
−f(x)
‖x− y‖αi/sPi + ζi dx. (33)
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Based on the association rule of the strongest received
signal strength, the probability distribution function [33] of
the distance r between the user and its associated BS is
f(r) =
2piλk
Ak exp[−pi
K∑
i=1
λi(
Pi
Pk
)
2
αi r
2αk
αi ]r. (34)
So the average local delay in the kth tier can be expressed
as
Dk =
∫ ∞
0
Dk(r)f(r)dr. (35)
According to the law of total probability in (7), the local
delay in (11) can be determined. 
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF COROLLARY 1
Proof: In (32), the first term of Dk(r) can be simplified as
follows
exp(−
K∑
i=1
λp,i
∫
R2
[1− exp(−ciβi(y))]dy)
a≥ exp(−
K∑
i=1
λp,i
∫
R2
ciβi(y)dy)
b
= exp(−
K∑
i=1
λi(1− ζi)
∫
R2
∫
R2
−f(x)
‖x− y‖αi/sPi + ζi dxdy)
c≈ exp(2pi
K∑
i=1
λi(1− ζi)
∫ ∞
di
1
yαi/sPi + ζi
ydy)
d
= exp(pi
K∑
i=1
λi(1− ζi)r
2αk
αi (
Pi
Pk
)
2
αi Z(θ, ζi, αi)),
(36)
where (a) is from the fact that 1− exp(−x) ≤ x; (b) is from
βi(y) in (33); (c) is the variable transformation and follows
the change of the coordination from rectangular coordinate
system to polar coordinate system and di = ( PiPk )
1
αi r
αk
αi ; (d)
is also the variable transformation with t = y2r−
2αk
αi (PkPi )
2
αi
and Z(θ, ζi, αi) =
∫∞
1
θ
θζi+t
αi
2
dt.
The second term of Dk(r) has an approximate expression
as∫
R2
exp(−ckβk(y))f(y)dy
a≥ exp(
∫
R2
∫
R2
ck(1− ζk)θ‖y‖−αk
θζk‖y‖−αk + r−αk f(x)f(y − x)dy)
b
= exp(ck(1− ζk)
∫
R2
θ‖y‖−αk
θζk‖y‖−αk + r−αk (f ∗ f)(y)dy)
c≈ exp(2ck(1− ζk)
R2k
∫ ∞
r
θy−αk
θζky−αk + r−αk
ydy)
d
= exp(
ck(1− ζk)r2
R2k
Z(θ, ζk, αk)),
(37)
where (a) follows the change of variables; (b) is obtained from
the definition of convolution; (c) results from the change of the
coordinates from rectangular to polar coordinate system; (d)
is also the variable transformation with t = y2r−
2αk
αi (PkPi )
2
αi .
Dk(r) can be obtained by using (36) and (37) and then the
local delay in (13) can be calculated according to Appendix
A.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Proof: The derivative of the local delay in (15) with respect
to λp,k is given as
∂D
∂λp,k
=
K∑
j=1
∂D
∂T (j)
∂T (j)
∂λp,k
+
pick
1− ζk
1
T (k)
, (38)
where ∂D
∂T (j)
can be calculated as
∂D
∂T (j)
= − piλj
1− ζj
1
T (j)2
. (39)
From (39), ∂D
∂T (j)
is always negative, therefore only ∂T
(j)
∂λp,k
needs to be analyzed, which is expressed by
∂T (j)
∂λp,k
=
∂T
(j)
1
∂λp,k
+
∂T
(j)
2
∂λp,k
, (40)
where
∂T
(j)
1
∂λp,k
= pick(
Pk
Pj
)
2
α
∂T
(j)
2
∂λp,k
= −pick(1− ζk)(Pk
Pj
)
2
αZ(θ, ζk, α)
∂T
(j)
3
∂λp,k
= 0.
So the derivative of local delay is given as
∂D
∂λp,k
= −
K∑
j=1
piλj
1− ζj
1
T (j)2
(
∂T
(j)
1
∂λp,k
+
∂T
(j)
2
∂λp,k
) +
pick
1− ζk
1
T (k)
.
(41)
Considering T (k)1 =
∑K
i=1 λp,i
∂T
(k)
1
∂λp,i
and T (k)2 =∑K
i=1 λp,i
∂T
(k)
2
∂λp,i
, ∂D∂λp,k can transform into
∂D
∂λp,k
=−
K∑
j=1,j 6=k
picj
1− ζj
1
T (j)2
λp,j(
∂T
(j)
1
∂λp,k
+
∂T
(j)
2
∂λp,k
)+
pick
1− ζk
1
T (k)2
[
K∑
j=1,j 6=k
λp,j(
∂T
(k)
1
∂λp,j
+
∂T
(k)
2
∂λp,j
) + T
(k)
3 ].
(42)
Letting {ζk} = ζ, Proposition 1 can be proved. 
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